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“A manufacturer cannot be truly
competitive without clear visibility to
its OEE and the critical underlying
information””

Powerful Analysis Tools which quickly identify
areas for improvement. Automatic detection of
unfavorable trends as well as missed goals.

Extensive Reporting making use of Pareto and
Trend charts as well as numerical information.
Data filtering tools are simple and flexible.
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What is OEE?
OEE (or Overall Equipment Effectiveness) is a toplevel metric, which is comprised of 3 underlying elements. OEE is a direct measure of how companies utilize capital while minimizing manufacturing cost.

OEE = Availability X Performance X Quality
Availability: reflects equipment uptime
Performance: reports how fast processes run compared to designed standards
Quality: indicates the process yield

TEEP (or Total Effective Equipment Performance) is a
2nd top-level metric, adding a 4th underlying element...

TEEP = Loading X OEE
Loading: Percent of scheduled time/calendar time
A report from Capstone OEE Management, shown below, depicts the effects of OEE/TEEP losses. The business result is excess cost and loss of capacity.

5. Reduce Inventory as processes gain reliability
6. OEE Management is the “Continuous Improvement
Engine” that drives Lean Manufacturing strategies
7. More effective Capital Planning through improved
understanding and utilization of current capacity
8. OEE is the universal yardstick for Benchmarking of
manufacturing effectiveness

Why choose Capstone?
Capstone OEE Management is designed
to capture all key data from various
sources, then provide results for reporting
and analysis. Key features:
1. Superior reporting of all of the OEE metrics, with
extensive visibility to the underlying causes. Reporting is easily focused at plant, department, work center, shift and part levels.
2. Extremely fast implementation, typically one or two
days, at a surprisingly low cost
3. Built-in Data Analysis tools which quickly direct focus and effort to the greatest opportunities
4. Either enter data directly or interface with your business system (ERP) or shop floor data system
5. Network-ready software offers organization-wide
access to data, ease of use, and minimal training
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6. Additionally, OEE Management meets all of the traditional needs for daily production reporting
7. Report data may also be directly exported to Microsoft® Excel for additional study or reporting
8. Includes a Labor Efficiency Module to track and report labor against standards

Why measure your OEE?
1. Favorable changes in OEE/TEEP directly link to
gains in Profitability
2. Reduced Variable Cost through Increased Availability, Performance and Quality

Capstone OEE Management is the premier product for
businesses who are driven to excel. Every aspect of
it’s design results from a clear understanding of the
challenges which face today’s manufacturer.

Read more and download
a Free Demo at...
www.capstonemetrics.com

The Microsoft® Access Platform

3. Lower Fixed Cost via improved plant Loading

The Microsoft® Access Platform is powerful and well
established. OEE data files are documented, user accessible, and ODBC Compliant.

4. On a global stage, fine-tuned OEE can be leveraged to offset Labor Cost disadvantages

OEE Management requires Microsoft® Access (2000
through 2013) - or the FREE Access 2010 Runtime.
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